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Third Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec.2018/Jan.2019 
Engineering Mathematics - III 

Time: 3 hrs. Max. Marks: 100 
Note: Answer any FIVE full questions, choosing 

ONE full question from each module. 

Module-1  

a. Find the Fourier series expansion for the periodic function f(x), if in one second 
f(x) {0; — < x < 0 

x; 	0 < x < 7c (08 Marks) 

b. Expand the function f(x) = x(n—x) over the interval (0, 7c) in half range Fourier cosine series. 
(06 Marks) 

c. The following value of function y gives the displacement in inches of a certain machine part 
for rotations x of a flywheel. Expand y-in terms of Fourier series upto the second harmonic. 

Rotations x 0 n/6 27c/6 37c/6 4n/6 5n/6 X 
Displacement y 0 9.2 14.4 17.8 17.3 11.7 0 

(06 Marks) 

OR 
2 a. Find the Fourier series expansion for the function : 

; 	< X <1 

n(2 — x); 1 a 2 
2 	co 

and deduce 
71 E  
8 	n,i(2n —1)2  

b. Expand in Fourier series f(x) = (7c - x)2  over the interval 0 S x 27E. 
c. The following table gives the variations of periodic current over a period T. 

t 	(secs) 0 T/6 T/3 T/2 2T/3 5T/6 T 
A (Amps) 1.98 1.30 1.0k 1.30 —0.88 —0.25 1.98 

f(x) 

(08 Marks) 

(06 Marks) 

Expand the function (periodic current) by Four ier series and show that there is a direct 
current part of 0.75 amp and also obtain amplitude of first harmonic. 	 (06 Marks) 

Module-2  

3 a. Find Fourier transform of f(x) = {1— X2  ; X < 1 

0; 	Ixl>1 

c. 

and hence evaluate x 
COS X — sin x 
	 dx . 

0 X 3 

b. Find Fourier Cosine transform of the function : 
4x ; 0 < x <1 

f(x)= 4—x ; 1<x<4 

0; 	x > 4 

Find z-transforms of : i) a"  sin nO ii) X-11  cos no. 
1 of 3 

(08 Marks) 

(06 Marks) 

(06 Marks) 
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4 

5 

a.  

b.  

c.  

a.  

x) = elxland Find Fourier sine transform of f(x) 
 

Find z-transform of un  = cos h( -
me +O  

2 

Solve the difference equation using z-transforms 

17MAT31 

OR 

x sm mx 
hence 	 dx0 

Module-3 

evaluate : 	 ' m > 	. 

0 1+x2  
(08 Marks) 

(06 Marks) 

un+2 + 6un+i + thin  = 2n  .Given uo = ul = 0. 
(06 Marks) 

If O - is the acute angle lietween the two regression lines relating the variables x and y, show 

that TanO = 
( 1— r2  ox cry 

(08 Marks) 

   

2 2 
6Y 

Indicate the significance of the cases r = ±1 and r = 0. 
b. Fit a straigHt line y = ax +b for the data. 

x lA 15 21 25 

v 50 70 100 140 
(06 Marks) 

c. Find a real root of the equation by using Newton-Raphson method near x = 0.5, xex  = 2, 
perform three iterations. 	 (06 Marks) 

OR 
6 a. Compute the coefficient of correlation and equation of regression of lines for the data : 

x 1 3 3 4 5 6 7 
y 9 8 10 12 11 13 14 

(08 Marks) 

b. The Growth of an organism Aar x — hours is given in the following table : 

x (hours) 5 15 20 30 35 40 
y (Growth) 10 14 25 40 50 62 

Find the best values off a and b in the formula y = aebx  to fit this data. 	 (06 Marks) 

c. Find a real root of the equation cos x = 3x -- 1 correct to three decimals by using Regula —
False position method, given that root lies in between 0.6 and 0.7. Perform three iterations. 

(06 Marks) 

Module-4  
7 a. Find y(8) from y(1) = 24, y(3) = 120, y(5) = 336, y(7) = 720 by using Newton's backward 

difference interpolation formula. 	 (08 Marks) 

b. Define f(x) — as a polyiomial in x for the following data using Newton's divided difference 
formula. 	 (06 Marks) 

x —4 —1 0 2 5 
f(x) 1245 33 5 9 1335 

c. Evaluate the integral I = J 
dx 

  using Simpson's 3rd rule using 7 ordinates. 	(06 Marks) 
0 4x+5 

6 
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OR 
8 a. For the following data calculate the differences and obtain backward difference interpolation 

polynomial. Hence find f(0.35). 	 (08 Marks) 

x 0.1 0.2 113 0.4 0.5 
f(x) 1.40 1.56 1.76 2.0 2.28 

b. Using Lagrange's interpolation find y when x = 10. 

x 5 6 9 11 
v 12 13 14 16 

(06 Marks) 

c. Evaluate J 	x dx by Waddle's rule considering seven ordinates. 
o 1+ x` 

(06 Marks) 

Module-5 

9 a. Verify the Green's theorem in the plane for f (x2 + y2)dx +3x2y dy where C — is the circle 

x2+y2  = 4 traced in positive sense. 	 (08 Marks) 

b. Evaluate J (sin z.dx — cos xdx + sin ydx) by using stokes theorem, whefa C — is the boundary 

of the rectangle 0 < x it, 0 y land z = 3. 	 (06 Marks) 

c. Find the curve on which the functional : f Ey'2  +12xy]dx with y(0) = 0, y(1) = 1 can be 

extremised. 

	

	 (06 Marks) 

OR 

10 a. Giuen f = (3x 2  — y)i + xzj+cyz — x)k evaluate f f • dr from (0, 0, 0) to (1, 1, 1) along the 

paths x = t, y = t2  and z = t3. 

Derive Euler's equation in the form —af — 	o . 
ay dx ay' 

c. Prove that the shortest distance between two points in a plane is a straight line. 

(08 Marks) 

(06 Marks) 

(06 Marks) 
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Third Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec.2018/Jan.2019 
Electric Circuit Analysis 

Time: 3 hrs. Max. Marks: 100 

Note: Answer any FIVE full questions, choosing one full question from each module. 

Module-1  
1 	a. Find an equivalent resistance between A and B for the network given in Fig. Q1 (a) using 

star-delta transformation. 	 (06 Marks) 

b.  
Fig. QI (a) 

Find the ailments , i2 and i3 in the network given in Fig.Q1 (b) using mesh analysis. 
(06 Marks) 

Fig. QI (b) 
c. Find the power dissipated in 10 SI resister by nodal analysis in Fig. Q I (c). 	(08 Marks) 

I 

OR 
2 a. Distinguish between (i) Active and Passive elements (ii) Ideal and practical sources. 

(04 Marks) 
b. Find the node voltage VI,  V2 and V3 in the circuit diagram shown in Fig. Q2 (b) using nodal 

analysis. 	 (08 Marks) 

Fig. Q2 (b) 
1 of 4 
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c. Find the current i, in the circuit given in Fig. Q2 (c) using mesh analysis. 

it \I 
100 -  q 

zoh- 
Fig. Q2 (c) 

17EE32 

(08 Marks) 

Module-2  

	

3 a. State and explain super position theorem. 	 (06 Marks) 

b. Find the Thevenin's voltage, short circuit current and determine the actual current flowing 
through the 6 0 resistor in the network given in Fig. Q3 (b). 	 (07 Marks) 

	

i ...11— 	 2N/y, 

Fig. Q3 (b) 
Find the current through 16 C2 resistor in the networld given in Fig. Q3 (c) using Norton's 

theorem. 

	

	 (07 Marks) 
‘p 5L- 6 

Fig. Q3 (c) 

OR 
4 a. Verify the reciprocity theorem for the voltage V and current I in the network given in Fig. 

Q4 (a). 	 (08 Marks) 
2, 

c. 

)cv 

Fig. Q4 (a) 
b. Find the value of load resistance RL  when maximum power is transferred across it in the 

network shown in Fig. Q4 (b). 	 (04 Marks) 

43.51.- 2_ 

Fig. Q4 (b) 
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c. Find the current through RL  using Thevenin's theorem for t 

—11.— 

17EE32 

network in the Fig. Q4 (c). 
(08 Marks) 

 

5 a. 
b.  

c.  

}lig. Q4 (c) 
Module-3  

Derive expression for resonant frequency in series RLC circuit. 	 (06 Marks) 
A series RLC circuit has R = 4 f), L = 1 mH and C = 10 1.1F. Calculate Q factor, bandwidth, 
resonant frequency and half power frequencies. 	 (08 Marks) 
Find the equation of current if the switch is closed at t = 0. Find also the voltage across L 
and R, the current at t = 0.1 sec and the time at which rhe voltage across L and R are equal in 
the Fig. Q5 (c). 	 (06 Marks) 

100\1 	 10}i 

Fig. Q5 (c) 

OR 
6 a. Find lo, k, IL, Q factor, resonant frequency and parallel resonance for the parallel resonant 

circuit] shown in Fig. Q6 (a). 	 (08 Marks) 

__PSsct 

lot 

Ifig.  Q6 (a) 
In the Fig. Q6 (b), the switch S is closed at t = 0, find  the  time when the current from the 
battery reaches to 500 mA. 	 (08 Marks) 

R Z  ^4.0 

\J 	S 

b. 

tkf.  

Fig. Q6 (b) 
a. What are the initial conditions and their use in network analysis? 

Module-4  
7 a. State and prove initial value theorem and final value theorem. 

b. Find the llaplace transform of the, (i) f(t) = 5 + 4 e-2' 	(ii) e' sin wt 
c. Obtain the Laplace transform of the function shown in Fig.Q 7(c). 

i  2- 3 4 

Fig. Q7 (c) 
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OR 
8 a. Find the inverse Laplace transform, 

(i) 
s' +5 	(ii) 
	

2s+6  
(06 Marks) 

s(s 2 + 4s + 4) 	s +6s+25 

Obtain Laplace transform of, 
(i) 	f(t) = 5(t —2)u(t — 1) 

f(t) = 4 e-3` [u(t + 2) — u(t — 2)] 

(iii) 6(t) 

(iv) u(t) 	 (08 Marks) 

Sketch the waveforms, 
(i) tu(t —T) 	(ii) (t — T)u(t —T) 	(iii) u(—t) 	(iv) tu(t + T) 	(06 Marks) 

Module-5  
9 a. Determine the line currents and total power supplied to a delta connected load of 

Zab  10Z60°12, Zbe  =20L90°1 and Z. = 25L30°S). Assume a 3 phase, 400 V, ABC 

system. 	 (08 Marks) 

b. Define Z and Y parameters. 	 (04 Marks) 

c. Find the Z parameters of the network shown in Fig. Q9 (c). 

	

	 (08 Marks) 
2_ 

Fig. QI9 (c) 

ON 
10 a. Determine the line currents in an unbalanced star connected load supplied from a 

symmetrical 3 phase, 440 V system. The branch impedances are Z R  = 4Z30°  K.) , 

zy = 10Z45Q  SI and Z B  = 10L60°52 . The phase sequence is RYB. 	 (08 Marks) 

b. Find Y-parameters for the network shown in Fig. Q10 (b) 	 (08 Marks) 

2_ _51- 

Fig. Q10 (b) 
c. Write tha conditions for spnmetry and reciprocity of Z and Y parameters of a two port 

network. 	 (04 Marks) 

b.  

c.  
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Third Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec.2018/Jan.2019 
Transformers and Generators 

Time: 3 hrs. 	 Max. Marks: 100 

Note: Answer any FIVE full questions, choosing ONE full question from each module. 
6 u 
t Et 
C- 
• 1 	a. Draw and explain the full load phasor diagrams of 14) transformers for lagging leading and 
f S'e 	upf load. 	 (07 Marks) 
., 

	

. 	b. How all day efficiency is different from standard efficiency? Briefly explain. 	(06 Marks) ,1 
c. A 5KVA 200/1000V, 5(!Hz, 16 transformer gave the following test results : 

C OC Test (LV side) : 200V, 1.2A, 90W = 

	

3 	 SC Test (HV side) : 50V, 5A, 110W 

	

 
Fs c5 	 i) Calculate the parameters of the equivalent circuit referred to the LV side. 

ii) Calculate the output secondary voltage ii 

	

:E
5 

 ,=,Ei 	 When delivering 3kW at 0.8pf lagging, the input primary voltage being 200V. Find the 
 -1-  

percentage regulation also. 	 (07 Marks) g t h 

- c , c 

	

c 3 	 OR 
•= 0 

	

`=' 	2 a. Enumerate the advantages of 14) transformers compare to 14) transformers. 	(06 Marks) 

	

2  
v, 7; 	b. Show that open Delta connection of 36 transformers has KVA rating of 57.7% of that of . , c- 

	

2 	 A-A connection. Show the connection diagram. 	 (07 Marks) 

	

Ti ° 	c. Two 16 furnaces working at 100V are connected to 3300V, 36 mains through Scott o -e 

	

cl <1 	 connected transformers. Calculate the current in each line of the 34) mains when the power bLi = 

3 
Es 15 

taken by each furnace is 400kW at a pff of 0.8 lagging Neglect lossess in the transformers. ., ," 

	

-6- .7.1 	 (07 Marks) 
, t 

F.. 0  

Module-2  =  c.-. 3 a. What are the conditions to be satisfied for parallel operation of two transformers? Explain ..-:; 	,, 

	

i 2 	 briaily. 	 (06 Marks) 

. 
.7. 
, b. Derive expression for load shared between two transformers connected in parallel when 5 -, 

voltage ratios are different. 	 (07 Marks) $- 5 

	

5 75 	a. ]Explain how stabilization is achieved due to the tertiary winding. 	 (07 Marks) ,- 
to a Co 

OR .0 

	

8 2 	4 a. With the help of sketches explain the working of on load tap changer. 	 (07 Marks) >, 
b. Derive expression for saving of copper in auto transformer compared to two winding 

	

,-.; 	 transformer. 	 (07 Marks) 

c. Two 14) transformers with equal turns, 	
i 

have impedances of (0.5 + j3)C2 and (0.6 + j10)C2 with 
Z 	 respect to the secondary. If they operate in parallel, determine how they will share a total 
v m 	 load of 100kW at pf 0.8 lagging. 	 (06 Marks) t 0 c. 

Module-1  
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Module-3  
5 a. Write a short note on Noise in transformers. 	 (06 Marks) 

b. Explain the methods used to reduce harmonics in 34) alternators. 	 (06 Marks) 

c. What is commutation? What are the methods available for improving commutation? Explain 
briefly. 	 (08 Marks) 

OR 
6 a. Derive EMF equation of an 3(1) Alternator. 	 (06 Marks) 

b. What is an armature reaction? Vitith a neat diagram, explain armature reaction in DC 
machine under normal working conditions. 	 (08 Marks) 

c. With a vector diagram, explain synchronous reactance of an alternator. 	(06 Marks) 

Module-4  
7 a. Define voltage regulation of an alternator and explain its significance with a vector diagram. 

(06 Marks) 

b. What is synchronization of alternators? What are the conditions for proper synchronization 
of an alternator? Mow 3(1) alternators are synchronized? 	 (08 Marks) 

c. Write a short notes on power angle characteristics of an alternator. 	 (06 Marks) 

OR 
8 a. With a neat circuit diagram, explain slip test to cletowinine direct axis reactance and 

quadrature axis reactance of an salient pole synchronous Generator. 	 (07 Marks) 

b. Explain the behaviour of synchronous generator on no load undo; variable excitation 
connected to infinite bus bar. 	 (06 Marks) 

c. With a phasor diagram, explain the conceit of two reaction theory in a salient pole 
alternator. 	 (07 Marks) 

Module-5  
9 a. Enumerate de methods available for determining the voltage regulation of an alternator, 

explain mairf methods in detail. 	 (10 Marks) 

b. A 3.5 NEVA, Y — connected alternator rated at 4160V at 50Hz has the OCC given by the 
following data : 
1t- in amps 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 
V0  (line) in volts 1620 3150 4160 4750 5130 5370 5550 5650 5750 

a field current of 200A is found necessary to circulate 'FL  on SC of the alternator. Calculate 
by i) EMF method 	MMF method. The voltage regulation at full load 0.8 pf lagging. 
Neglect resistance, comment on result obtained. 	 (10 Marks) 

OR 
10 a. Write a nate on capability curves of synchronous generator. 	 (06 Marks) 

b. What is hunting in synchronous machines? Explain the role of damper winding. (07 Marks) 

c. Explain ZPF method of predetermination of regulation of alternator. 	 (07 Marks) 

2 of 2 
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Third Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec.2018/Jan.2019 
Analog Electronic Circuits 

Time: 3 hrs. 	 Max. Marks: 100 

Note: Answer any FIVE full questions, clboosing ONE full question from each module. 

Module-1  
a. Draw a double ended clipper circuit and explain its working principle with transfer 

characteristics. 	 (07 Marks) 
b. Draw and explain the working of damper circuit which (lamps the positive peak of a signal 

to zero. 	 (07 Marks) 
c. With suitable graph, explain the significance of operating point. 	 (06 Marks) 

OR 
2 a. Derive the expression for stability factor for fixed bias circuit, with respect to 1,0, VBE and (3. 

(07 Marks) 
b. A voltage divider biased circuit has R1  = 3914), R2 = 82kC2, 	= 3.3k.. Q, RE = MI and 

Vcc  = 18V. The Silicon  transistor used has 13 = 120. Find Q-point and stability factor. 
(08 Marks) 

c. Calculate the Q point values (I, and VcE) for the circuit given in Fig Q2(c). 	(05 Marks) 
_t. 

Module-2  
3 a. State and prove Millers theorem. 	 (08 Marks) 

b. Starting from fundamentals define h-parameters and obtain an h-parameter equivalent circuit 
of common emitter configuration. 	 (08 Marks) 

c. Compare the characteristics of GB,  CE and CC configurations. 	 (04 Marks) 

OR 
4 a. Derive an expression for input impedance volt gain, current gain and output 

an emitter follower circuit using h-parametesr model for the transistor. 
b. For the transistor connected in CE configuration, determine Av, A1, RI  

complete hybrid equivalent model. 
Given RE = 	h„ = l kS2, h„ = 2x10-4, hrc = 100 and ho, = 20oAN 

c. A transistor  in CE mode has h-parameters 
= Likn, lire  = 2x104, h1 = 100 and hoe  = 25µA/V. Determine the 

impedance for 
(08 Marks) 

and R0  using 

(08 Marks) 

equivalent CB 
parameters. 	 (04 Marks) 
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17EE34 
Module-3  

5 a. Draw the circuit of Darlington emitter follower. Derive the expression for current gain using 
its ac equivalent circuit. 	 (08 Marks) 

b. What are the advantages of negative feedback in amplifiers? Explain briefly. 	(06 Marks) 

c. For the voltage series feedback amplifier, derive an expression for output impedance. 
(06 Marks) 

OR 
6 a. Explain the need of cascading amplifier. Dnaw and explain the block diagram of two stage 

cascade amplifier. 	 (08 Marks) 

b. A given amplifier arrangement has the following voltage gains Av  =10 Av, = 20 

and A = 40 . Calculate the overall voltage gain and determine the total voltage gain in 

dBs. 	 (06 Marks) 

An amplifier with negative feedback has a voltage gain of 120. It is found that without 
feedback an input signal of 60mV is required to produce a particular output, whereas with 
feedback the input signal must be 0.5V to get the same output. Find voltage gain (Av) and 13 
of the amplifier. 	 (06 Marks) 

Module-4  
7 a. Derive an expression for frequency of oscillanions in Wien bridge' oscillator. 	(08 Marks) 

b. Explain the operation of class B push pull amplifier. Prove that the maximum efficiency of 
class B configuration is 78.5%. 	 (08 Marks) 

c. A crystal has following parameters. II = 0.3344H, C = 0.065pF, Cm  = 1pF and R = 5.51(11. 
Calculate: i) Series resonance frequency ii) Parallel resonance frequency. 	(04 Marks) 

OR 
8 a. Explain the operation of class A transformer coupled power amplifier and prove that the 

maximum efficiency is 50%. 	 (08 Marks) 

b. A class B push pull amplifier operating with Vcc = 25V provides a 22V peak signal to 
8f load. Calculate circuit efficiency and power dissipated per transistor. 	(06 Marks) 

c. Explain the principle of operation of oscillator and the effect of loop gain (A(3) on the output 
of oscillator. 	 (06 Marks) 

Module-5  
9 a. With the help of neat diagram, explain the working and characteristics of N-channel JFET. 

(08 Marks) 

b. Determine Z1, Zo and A, for JFET common source amplifier with fixed bais configuration 
using AC equivalent small signal model. 	 (08 Marks) 

c. Waite down the differences between BJT and MET. 	 (04 Marks) 

OR 
10 a. With the help of neat diagrams, explain the construction, working and characteristics of 

N-channel depletion type MOSFET. 	 (10 Marks) 

b. Write down the differences between MOSFET and JFET. 	 (04 Marks) 

c. For the cirattit given in the Fig QI0(c), determine: i) Input impedance ii) Output impedance 
and iii) voltage gain. 	 (06 Marks) 

.4.)11V 

c. 

trhS 
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Third Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec.2018/Jan.2019 
Digital System Design 

Time: 3 hrs. 	 Max. Marks: 100 
Note: Answer any FIVE full questions, choosing ONE full question from each module. 

0.; 
U... 
cz 9 

	

D." 	
1 	a. Define canonical minterm form and canonical maxterm form. 	 (05 Marks) 

Td 

	

E 	b. Compare between prime implicant and essential prime implecant. Indentify all the prime 
implecants and essential prime implecants of the following functions using k-map : 
f(a, b, c, d) = ltM (0, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14). 	 (07 Marks) c* 

	

,..0 	c. Simplify the following boolean function using k-map, and implement by logic gates. 

	

PI 	 f(A, B, C, D, E) = I. (3, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 31) + 
fa. v =  

..4 	 Id (2, 6, 26, 30) 	 (08 Marks) 
q oi.  

76 
oz II 

	

g 7 	
O

g
R 

	

.,,r 	2 a. Convert the given boo 	function into minterm canonical form. 
 a 

	

v 	 f(a, b, c) = (+ b) (b +-O. 	 (05 Marks) 
• 19 	b. Simplify the following boolean fucntion using k-map 
O t 
O f( 3, Q, R, S) = In, (0, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 15) + Ed (7, 13, 14). 	 (07 Marks) 

	

c"' 	c. Using Quine - McCluskey method, obtain a minimal SOP expression for 
IT; v 

	

<6 0 	 f(a, b, c, d) = In, (2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 15) + Id (8, 9, 10, 11). 

	

, • 0- 	 (08 Marks) 
0  0 
74 O' o --- 

	

too -0 	 Module-2  = O 0 

	

.-0 t, 	3 a. Design two bit magnitude comparator and draw the logic diagram. 	 (to Marks) 

	

g '' 	b. Write a short note on encoders. 	 (05 Marks) 
b77 > 1' c. Design full adder using two numbers of 4:1 MUX. 	 (05 Marks) 

o „ 
- .... o 

	

V, 	 OR 
CY Cy 

	

§ cft 	4 a. Explain look ahead carry adder. 	 (10 Marks) e  

	

6'2 	
b. Implement following multiple output function using IC74138 and external gates. (05 Marks) 

	

3 8 	 F, (A, B, C) = In, (1, 4, 5, 7) and F2 (A, B, C) = rci, (2, 3, 6, 7). v ,.0. 

	

v = 	c. Design 16:1 multiplexer using 8:1 MUX. 	 (05 Marks) 
= 
1- o 

-0 

>, '■-• 
o 

	

gc 	 Module-3  

7,. 	5 a. Explain the working of master slave JK flip-flops with functional table and timing diagram. .. 
E > O 2 	 Show how race around condition is overcome. 	 (08 Marks) 

	

o
c >, 	b. Obtain characteristic equation of SR flip-flop. 	 (05 Marks) < 

	

(- 	c. Explain working of 3-bit binary ripple counter with the suitable logic and timing diagram. 
(07 Marks) 

..) 
'' OR 
c 1 t 6 a. Convert JK flip-flop to D flip flop. 	 (05 Marks) o 

b. Explain the 4 modes of operation of shift register with suitable logic diagram and truth table. 
(08 Marks) 

c. Design MOD - 6 synchronous counter using D flip-flop. 	 (07 Marks) 

Module-1  
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Module-4  
7 a. Analyze the following sequential circuit given in Fig Q7(a) and obtain excitation, transition 

and state table. Also write the state diagram. 
F 

Fig Q7(a) 	 (12 Marks) 

b. Design a synchronous counter with the sequence 0, 1, 3, 7, 6, 4, 0  	using 

JK flip-flop. 	 (08 Marks) 

OR 
8 a. Design a clocked sequential circuit that operates according to the state diagram shown in Fig 

Q8 (a) implement the circuit using D flip flop. 

Fig Q8(a) 	 (12 Marks) 

b. With the help of block diagram explain Mealy and Moore model in a sequential circuit 
analysis. Give the example circuits. 	 (08 Marks) 

Module-5  
9 a. Write the comparison between VHDL and verilog. 	 (08 Marks) 

b. Explain the various data types available in VHDL. 	 (06 Marks) 

c. Write HDL code of a 2 x 1 multiplexer — VHDL. 	 (06 Marks) 

OR 
10 a. Write a data flow description for a full adder with active high enable in both VI IDI- and 

verilog. 	 (08 Marks) 

b. Explain shift and rotate operators in HDL with an example. 	 (08 Marks) 

c. Explain the structure of verilog module. 	 (04 Marks) 

2 of 2 
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Third Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec.2018/Jan.2019 
Electrical and Electronic Measurements 

Time: 3 hrs. 	 Max. Marks: 100 

Note: Answer any FIVE full questions, choosing ONE full question from each module. 

Module-1  
1 	a. List the limitations of wheatstone Bridge and explain how low resistance is measured by 

KDB. 	 (08 Marks) 
b. With a neat circuit diagram derive the balancing equiaton for Maxwell Inductance — 

Capacitance Bridge. 	 (06 Marks) 
c. A Maxwell's capacitance bridge shown in Fig Ql(c) is used to measured an unknown 

inductance in comparison with capacitance. The various values at balance, R2 = 4000 ; 
R3  = 6000, R4 = 10000 ; C4 = 0.5g. Calculate the values of RI and LI calculate also the 
value of storage (Q) factor of coil if frequency is 1000 Hz. 	 (06 Marks) 

b 

Fig Q1(c) 

OR 
2  a. Explain in brief fall of potential method for earth resistance measurement. 	(08 Marks) 

b. Describe the working of Schering bridge. Derive the equation for capacitance and 
dissipation factor. Draw the phasor diagram of the bridge under balance co nditions. 

(12 Marks) 

3 a. 

b.  

c.  

Module-2  
Explain the construction and working principle of electrodynamometer Wattmeter for the 
measurement of power in the circuit. 	 (08 Marks)  
Discuss the constructional features and working principle of rotating type phase sequence 
indicator. 	 (06 Marks)  
A three phase induction motor draws a power input at a voltage of 250V, 20A, and 0.8 
power factor lag: Find percentage error in wattmeter reading if , 
i) Pressure coil is on supply side 	ii) Current coil is on supply side. Assume current coil 
resistance and pressure coil resistance = 0.252 and 50000. 	 (06 Marks) 
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OR 
4 a. Explain the error in a LPF Wattmeter and give the adjustments done to compensate for the 

error. 	 (08 Marks) 

b. Explain the working principle of Weston frequency meter. 	 (06 Marks) 

c. A 250V, single phase energy meter has a constant load of 5A passing through it for 8 hours 
at 0.8pf. If the disc makes 3200 revolutions during this period, what is Energy meter 
constant in revolutions per kilo-watt-hour? Calculate the pf of the load, if the number of 
revolutions made by the energy meter is 600. when operating at 250V, 6A for 2 hrs. 

(06 Marks) 

Module-3  
5 a. Explain the construction and theory of instrument transformer. 

b. Explain the characteristics of current transformer. 
c. Explain the measurement of magnetizing force (H). 

OR 
6 a. What is shunt? How it is used to extend the range of an ammeter. 

b. With neat circuit diagram, explain Silsbee's method of testing C.T. 
c. Explain the measurement of leakage factor using search coil. 

(06 Marks) 

(08 Marks) 

(06 Marks) 

(06 Marks) 

(08 Marks) 

(06 Marks) 

Module-4  
7 a. With a block diagram, explain the working of a true R.M.S responding voltmeter. (08 Marks) 

b. With a block diagram, explain the working of a Ramp type DVM. 	 (08 Marks) 

c. List the advantages of electronic energy meter over the conventional energy meter.(04 Marks) 

. 	 OR 
8 a. List the performance characteristics of a Digital voltmeter. 	 (07 Marks) 

b. With a neat sketch, explain the working of the Q-meter. 	 (07 Marks) 

c. With a neat block diagram, explain the principle of working of electronic energy meter. 
(06 Marks) 

Module-5  
9 a. Explain LED and LCD displays. 	 (10 Marks) 

b. Write short note on nixie tube. 	 (05 Marks) 

c. Write a short note on strip-chart recorder. 	 (05 Marks) 

OR 
10 a. Write a short note on types of segment displays. 	 (06 Marks) 

b. With a neat sketch, explain the working of a X-Y recorder. 	 (08 Marks) 

c. Write a short note on Null balance recorders. 	 (06 Marks) 
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Question Paper Version : D 

Third Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec.2018/Jan.2019 
Constitution of India, Professional Ethics 

and Human Rights (CPH) 

(COMMON TO ALL BRANCHES) 

Time: 2 hrs.] 

	

	 [Max. Marks: 30 

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATES 

1. Answer all the thirty questions, each question carries ONE mark. 

2. Use only Black ball point pen for writing / darkening the circles. 

3. For each question, after selecting your answer, darken the appropriate circle 

corresponding to the same question number on the OMR sheet. 

4. Darkening two circles for the same question makes the answer invalid. 

5. Damaging/overwriting, use of  whiteners on the *OMR sheets are strictly 

prohibited. 

1. Good works mean 
a) Superior work done with great care and skill 
b) Responsible work 
c) Work above and beyond the call of duty 
d) Work involving high risk. 

	

2. 	Engineering profession is considered to be like a building, its foundation is 
a) !lard and sincere work 	 b) Expert engineering knowledge and skill 
c) Sound common sense and expert knowledge d) Honesty 

3. In engineering research work, cooking means 
a) Boiling under pressure 
b) Retaining only those results which fit the theory 
c) Making deceptive statements 
d) Misleading the public about the quality of the product 

	

4. 	Engineering Ethics is a 
a) Preventive ethics 	 b) Natural ethics 
c) Technical ethics 	 d) Scientifically developed ethics 

5. 	The author of a book retains the copy right for 	 
a) 20 years 	 b) 30 years 
c) 60 years 	 d)  10 years 

Ver-D 1 of4 

after his or her death. 
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6. The public is put to increased risk by allowing increased number of deviations from 
specified standards of safety and acceptable risk is known as 
a) Normal accident 	 b) Normalizing deviance 

c) Risk assessment 	 d) Overestimated risk. 

7. The Election Commission of India does not conduct election to 
a) The Parliament 	 b) The office of the President 

c) The post of Prime Minister 	d) The office of the Vice President 

8. What is the tenure of the Chief Election Commissioner and other election commissioners? 
a) 3 years or upto 62 years of age 	b) 5 years or upto 65 years of age 

c) 6 years or upto 65 years of age 	d) 5 years or upto 70 years of age 

9. The procedure for amending the Indian Constitution is detailed under 
a) Art. 356 	 b) Art. 360 

c) Art. 366 	 d) Art. 368 

10. Art. 21A — Right to Education as 
constitution by 
a) 615t  Constitution Amendment 
c) 86th  Constitution Amendment 

a Fundamental Right was added to the Indian 

b) 74th  Constitution Amendment 
d) 91st  Constitution Amendment 

11. When the State Emergency is in operation, the President cannot interfere in the matters of 

a) State Judiciary 	 b) State Executive 

c) State Legislature 	 d) All of these. 

12. While Proclamation of National Emergency is in operation, the President cannot suspend 
certain Fundamental Rights. These are 
a) Art. 14 and Art. 15 	 b) Art. 14 and Art. 16 

c) Art. 20 and Art. 21 	 d) Art. 32 

13. B. P. Mandal commission appointed in 1978 by the President of India dealt with 

a) Rights of the minority 
b) Laws relating to child labour 
c) Laws relating to sexual harassment at work places 
d) Reservation for other backward classes (OBC) people in Government Jobs. 

14. Who are considered to be vulnerable group? 
a) Women and children 	 b) Scheduled Caste people 
c) Scheduled Tribe people 	 d) All of these 

15. Who can be appointed as the Chairman of the National Human Rights Commission? 
a) Any sitting judge of the Supreme Court 
b) Any retired Chief Justice of the Supreme Court 
c) Any person appointed by the President 
d) Retired Chief Justice of any High Court 

16. National Human Rights commission is a 	 
a) Statutory body 	 b) Constitutional body 
c) Multilateral Institution 	 d) Both (a) and (c) 

Ver-D 2 of 4 
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17. Powers, authority and responsibilities of Municipalities have been provided under 
a) Article 243 N 	 b) Article 243 W 
c) Article 243 M 	 d) None of these 

18. Which among the following is considered as the training ground for the development of 
democratic institutions? 
a) Nagar Panchayats 	 b) Municipalities 
c) Municipal Corporations 	 d) Gram Panchayats 

19. The ground for the impeachment of President is 
a) Failure to follow the advice given by the Prime Minister 
b) Unable to discharge his duties due to old age 
c) Violation of the constitution 
d) Misbehaviour with foreign dignitaries. 

20. The size of the Union council of ministers including Prime Minister shall not be more than 
	percent of the members strength of Lok Sabha. 
a) 10 	 b) 15 
c) 18 	 d) 20 

21. The total number of elected members from various states in Lok Sabha are 
a) 530 	 b) 540 
c) 550 	 d) 500 

22. This is not the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. 
a) Original Jurisdiction 	 b) Emergency Jurisdiction 
c) Appellate Jurisdiction 	 d) Advisory Jurisdiction. 

23. Collective responsibility of the State Council of Ministers means, all Ministers are 
collectively responsible to the 
a) Chief Minister 	 b) Governor 
c) State Legislative Council 	 d) State Legislative Assembly. 

24. The Governor may resign his office by writing to 
a) The Prime Minister 	 b) The President 
c) The Chief Justice of High Court 	d) The Chief Minister of the State 

25. The constitution of India derives its authority from the 
a) Parliament of India 	 b) Supreme Court of India 
c) People of India 	 d) Constituent Assembly of India 

26. It is not the objective enshrined in the preamble 
a) Equality of status 	 b) Secure shelter and proper livelihood to all 
c) Liberty of thought and expression 	d) Social, economic and political justice 

27. Right of decent environment includes 
a) Freedom to reside in any part of India. b) Right to religion 
c) Right to equal protection of law. 	d) Right to life. 

Ver-D 3 of 4 
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17CPH39 

28. The Emergency provisions incorporated in the Constitution of India were influenced by 

the Constitution of 
a) German Reich 
c) Russia 

29. The Directive Principles of State Policy directs the State to secure to all workers 

a) Minimum wages 	 b) Fair wages 

c) Living wages 	 d) Standard wages 

30. This is not a fundamental duty., 
a) To defend the country 
c) To uphold and protect sovereignty of India d) To make scientific improvement 

b) U.S.A 
d) Canada 

Ver-D 4 of 4 
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Third Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec.2018/Jan.2019 

Additional Mathematics - I 

Time: 3 hrs. 	 Max. Marks: 100 

Note: Answer any FIVE full questions, choosing ONE full question from each module. 

Module-1  
-Fs 

1 	a. Prove that (1 + cos0 + i sinO)n  + (1 + cos0 — i sinO)n  = 2°1  cos" (i) cos T) 	(08 Marks) 

0) (n0) 

. c 	b. Express Aq+i in the polar form and hence find its modulus and amplitude. 	(06 Marks) 
R-8  c: 

	

0.:--, 	c. Find the sine of the angle between vectors a =1-1- 3+ k and b =  2i -3j+ 2k 	(06 Marks) 
...0 
5= 

78 4'1  

	

 
.1, il 	 OR 

• + 	 3+ 4i c 00 
• (.1 

	

Fi cr 	2 a. Express 	 in the form x + iy. 	 (08 Marks) 

	

e 	 3— 4i 
A A A 

C.) 	 b. If  the vector 2i + Xj + k = 0 and 4i — 2j — 2k are perpendicular to each other, find X. 
• c  
o (06 Marks) 

= 
.‘  c. Find A•, such that the vectors 2i  j+ k , 1+2j-3k , 31+ Ad +5k are coplanar. 	(06 Marks) 

G r g  n .  

3 
 2 

g 	4 a. Using Maclaurin's series, expand tan x upto the term containing x5. 	 (08 Marks) tn 

b. Find the pedal equation of r = a(1 — cos0). 	 (06 Marks) 

• o  
P, • 43 

 c. If u = x + 3y2  — z3, v = 4x2yz and w = 2z2  — xy, find 
a(u, V, w)

at (1, —1, 0). 	(06 Marks) 
a(x, y, z) 

'a 7' 
E 
8 	 Module-3  
= a >, n , 2 O < 

5 a. Obtain a reduction formula for f cos" xdx , (n > 0). 	 (08 Marks) .._: r,i 
c 	 0  ., 
'c7; 	 a 	7 
z 

b. Evaluate 1 	 x 	  
2 	dx 	 (06 Marks) 

c a 
o  Va — x 2 

 0 
g 2 I 

c. Evaluate f f xy'dx dy 	 (06 Marks) 

0 ... c• r O 0 	 Module-2   
4 ' 

.0 
a' 

0  ta0 c 	
3 a.  If y 

 = 
 ea  Sin  

X ,  prove that (1 —x2)yn+2— (2n + 1)xyn  +1 — (n2  + a2)yn  = 0 	 (08 Marks) 
o --- 

co  ca 
irri t 
3 11 	b. With usual notations, prove that tan(1) = r—d0

. 	 (06 Marks) a = 	 dr -8 74 
>., 	 3 , 3 

tn 	C. If u = loge  	prove that x 
au 

 + y —au  =1. 	 (06 Marks) 1 2 	
X -r y 

-a.  g 	 x  2 
+  y 2 	

au 	ay 
CL cy 
§ 79" 

c 	
OR 
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OR 

6 	a. 

b.  

c.  

7 	a. 

b. 

C. 

8 a. 

b.  

c.  

,tie 

Obtain a reduction formula for f sin" x dx n > 0). 
	 (08 Marks) 

2a 

Evaluate f x21/2ax — x2  dx 
	 (06 Marks) 

I z x+z 

Evaluate f f f (x + y + z)dx dy dz 
	 (06 Marks) 

—I 0 x—z 

Module-4 
A particle moves along the curve x = 22  y t — 4t and z = 3t — 5, where 	is the time. 

Find its velocity and acceleration vectors and also magnitude of velocity and acceleration 

at t = 1. 	 (08 Marks) 

In which direction of the directional derivative of x2yz3  is maximum at (2, 1, —1) and find 

the magnitude of this maximum. 	 (06 Marks) 

Show that F = (y + z)i + (x + z)j + (x + y)1( is irrotational. 	 (06 Marks) 

OR 

If = xy2z3  — x3y2z, find V and IS:701 at (1, —1, 1). 	 (08 Marks) 

If T.  = (x + y +pi+ j —(x + y)IC , show that T . Curl = o. 	 (06 Marks) 

If x = t2  +1, y = 4t — 3, z = 2t2  — 6t represents the parametric equation of a curve, find the 

9 

10 

a.  

b.  

C. 

a.  

b.  

c.  

angle between the tangents at 

( 	Y 	Y  Solve : 	x tan— — —sec2   
x 	x 	x, 

dy 
Solve : xy(1+ xy

2  )— =1 
dx 

dy 	y cos x + sin y 

t = 1 and t = 2. 

Module-5 

(06 Marks) 

(08 Marks) 

(06 Marks) 

(06 Marks) 

(08 Marks) 

(06 Marks) 

(06 Marks) 

dx = x sec2 1 dy 
x 

+ y 
= 0 Solve : 

dx 	sin x + x cos y + x 

OR 
Solve : (3y + 2x + 4)dx — (4x + 6y + 5)dy = 0 

Solve : (1 + y2)dx = (tarl i  y — x)dy 

Solve : (y log y)dx + (x — log y)dy = 0. 
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Question Paper Version : D 

Third Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec.2018/Jan.2019 
VXICe 

(COMMON TO ALL BRANCHES) 

Time: 2 hrs.] 	 [Max. Marks: 30 
taddriVo 

a.0 	 -.r4g 	z.,octo 
em t 	 gJoa;  MZrtfD F:u'e4  Q.74e0do 

5!,ec..gato4.  esotc? A, B,C ut:g 	D o.i a  tettjumalot  wtra0,10 -an 
rtclosgtoo.  too w23:pEcx.10 	aeoiaafid~ t3. 

3. 2.„.o.e.9c36  erotji att!,eate.,,, (Orle.7.SEtkdot 	za'artyatal 
m--arlaSoe 	2,D6,36e9 	estiit-a 	213'aF,.7DeCt 	...1aaoaateD, 	at-4)de 
t67a6tZte.?.., esot 	erot d e..)yr-IVtooz 	et..arteiartqcto. 

4. Bete) 	erot etorz  to-q erot de7-4eate9 rioctoZg-St atiz,. 
cJcSo en ot dttooz  rtdoZFa')qto eatsa;. 

erot drIVoez  cOtorl 	 erut d  Fo's!eat 
coovodo  doeei e."Ti) 	Cpi 	u-aaoodo 2.7-ac.f..zooJoezee.:71,%,o0a1 
rlodoto to-addeo. 

9Qt9eDorla.litte `2.3e .tat memo' 	u'otozodot eoe : 
e) tto--awFty,'A 	zo) 5etot cit.15t 

9 
• 23-'4 oio erkiteg 	 eDtd 

2.  `2„e..3'.g eroOtd (N.)2ootte.?„,e3e, tc:3Z eroOtd (N.)22-adet, 
(tecto2.oug dee., eRe.)t toed, 	tq, 

d_re.3m--a et town  e,f6e)qcg 	8r1 cirDdo 	ode 

rtorltode --a' 	tztt  d2 3~dda: 
es) ttFl 	 23-a to et 
• eaeocitoe.- 21.ot 	 zotttc'a 

Cd 

3. 	toe..3.7adeep 2313e3Zziot rt 
9 

es) esobtood 	 zo) etei 
• eacTiwotod 	 e,Re 
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4. Fc3 o elf@ 	cm ce od,ya ? 

e) ezto 	atm 	 23) to, ..7ar48r-1 eeozz'o 

daect 	 ct) 2z.?3etri Zcloqe_rocratIcle.rocra6,3md 

5. diacte.a.) 	UO3chat eDa C:J eDF.ejdr@e7.3 W06.3 0.z  de8keLee3a3 d0: 

) e7. 3 0 e7.3 	 23) 	c:1 

	

w-o3 	 cg) 	4e.3 e..36  

6. a' tot 	-t■S begaiand : 4.) 
eD) 2.3 CiJD at-0 n 

W') 8eoo.-6nc:1 

7. a 	— 	 ,Qc323encito : 

CD) t4 ergot 	 20) eed 
e..c).,  

S. 	te.3t + e..1e)at = 	 toep : 

	

-44) 	 (TiCSE EpeOF Nos 

• craw ate e rl 	 toEticp  et.,o45 

9. 	̀Zzit  
e) c)zamaza--ad 	 23) e ,).2c0o 

• m•D3dc-t-3,5 —&>etOcs 	 L7§') 	e °do i3je Fr;:a 

10. `e7.3docs'  etLZIEt Zdocaaar;IFe at 

eao 	 z.) 2..)cgrlea 

• towts 	 ce) cg 

11. (Wez 	efoncs,o' 	 ne.) : 

CD) 2t3',2 	 20) aazvo3Jaeri tee.) 

) oiJazio 	 cg) 	nes 

12. eT3cra ed_e 7,4; Fit c‘zt a 
e&) et. Etc 	 ep-D ()ism  23 

te3 c.) 

13. `23ut 	aid tboisrat CDOF: 
cs 

e) dcra &ITT 	 2.3) di @ e Fs! rl  23e ~7 2.1 

	

rlt Et%) 	 CrD 	 drs' 0 	CS 
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14. ,.)E14no,3oci 	to' 	at-agtd w'oe) --anct? 
Q.D) tootasaatrle.,noe..),) Zoncyonctqat 02,0eodo 
23) tO 83 VD Z3e e3D 

W') tt..)-atrran  2171'■)ei? 

CZ') W'tNt ,.)C;3'0d 

15. `23oz:1 	 aio-ac0 

eD ) rte.)237DEzt c-r)'24.) to cl,) 	zo) 2963e0ort efuo2J%% ~Zd d3  

mem rl‘Vo 	 cp'ci 

16. `c1m'to--act c:(Doel 	t'oE.fletDeode 	z,g --aeznczr 

Lt  toat-act .2cSct  Zt: 

eD) 	rt0Ett.) 	 23) ctoaf,aew 

ccieFE5) 	 cg) 5'ocicsa 

17. Zarap-7log 	erodoee : 

e) e.9e cJc. rtot.:1, E1 	 2J) alcrocarly' t)3t) ucp',.s odo 
-etc-to 	 ct) i JP9 ZeVe 

18. cnii aStrIciq, ortoes 	 w'ci3 	e73',grze3R-3,) 

eTATi9a 

7mo.E3eodod 671q7r1 

19. 8tcYD,) 	 "c3,eeci m'873raee.337IVED; eJea.) oda 	e 
aiTancl? 

e..D) Zcz'o2ae 	 2.3) 

ca') 

20. zezepcdo6td 6 -0 4 

	

	 :  
Z.)) SFS 

doee., 

utt odoo 9 	-1  
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22. ‘tto6 wee. k.)6rl to-ato Ze,9o..1a)gde?' e_./ea.)t owe 	oeSodoe.Dal? 

es) to&V e.lea) 	2.3) Zdiaeal eiesot 

w') e..'),!Ta eDo2rea 	 C7g) M&5' 

23. Se e9.>.e)o4ee `rlozi apado' Cewtte...9 2.3oSkd34to : 

e) 2131.3,3onrIV 2..)ctoo 	 2a) nettodo z.)ttoo 

) FelloUalo 23 cio ',) 	 d) ettorttodo 2..zfow'o 

24. odizt dui 

es) ?..) 
J
P e9ori 	 2.3) toe.Dorl 

edori 	 ttoocteDorl 

25. 'eso2 -Dttodoc3t' Fat ""atOt 	: 

e.9) ct.typ. 23eoc3 	 2..)) #.Z.e7k eiejECL 

t') Z. rtrae*-e 	 rtReF.:5DQ.)A 

26. w'qlug4a  aloEttot &-7-Ve?..)ed 	Uzi J : 

e) oo 	 z3) 

a 

27. 'Esstes' t'ttte;)  s a.13-D4td -'-ooc3o..1oFtocz  teiFkmod? 

cp-oduadt 	 za) 

(triFczi 	 cg) eSVrTaZoio 

28. Se Zrteepodoo td.) da@cle..nne3 dceerl we...Yoratt dodo coz-ar 

es) 	w-kt.ae.3  Oat de easee.)-Drttd 

z3)ifiLf@a3Orto0 Net, 3o,t ulaee.)-Drtotd 

Feleeeiarlo d 

Octo 	draeeyw-ta 

29. SP J oeJdtd e.5ea)t aim 	ap-arlt z8,.1ea NJa  (te t_ t3?  

es) tJega-acgo 	 zo)trato: 

w') et. ocinp',r6Z,.) 	 cg) EI,RaVrld dee 

30. Se ze.jee.idatt5ttd 2.3-aglea#6  at-Dgto R-38e_zotogne.?„,? 

es) eg c3,2e 	aio 	tteout. 

2..1) matzp-at-tozat t..)(4.3e7Jce9 wtcSto4  et. odVotaceogalo. 

ep--a ca c.1 to e 	tat-Des 

es-ototrIE#6  rich 
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Question Paper Version : A 

Third Semester B.E. Degree Examination, Dec.2018/Jan.2019 

Kannada Kali 

(COMMON TO ALL BRANCHES) 

[Max Marks;3 

INSTRUC NS TO THE CAN "II ATES 

1. Answer all the thirty que 	ach question carries (NE mark. 
" • 2. Use only Black ball p  w t pen for writing / daticeping the circles. 

3. For each question. fter selecting your auswy, darken the appropriate circle 
4 

correspokAling to the same question number on the OMR sheet. 

- 4. Darkening Iwg,cNcles for the same 	on makes the answer invalid. 

5. Damagng/overwriting, use cetwhiteners on the OMR sheets are strictly 
.„,„ 

prohibited. 

Time: 2 hrs.] '',441st• 

+.. 

Note : Fill in the blank by translating the gineitAnglish word t 	ada. 
[From Question 	1 to 5] 	• • 

1. Fie 
a) NAnu 
c) Avanu 

2. When : 	 
a) Yaantt 
c) Ycl 

3. Teacher : 	 
HuDuga 
hikshal-a/ld 

ells. 7  
c6k..tab14... 	-1010;* 

a) tarakari 
c) tavarura 

Garden 	 
a) Mane 
c) TooTa 

„b.) 	ushya 
Athishya 

b) takararu 
d) tamota 

b) Shaale 
d) Baagilu 

Note : Substitutethe words from the following each sentence in appropriate place 
' [From Q No. 6 

6. 	naanu uu' 
a) itiaaDutieho 
c) maalgisi 

b) maaDideya 
d) maaDi 

Ver-A 1 of 3 
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9. HaLe 
a) New 
c) Not 

10. Kurci 
a) Table 
c) Chair 

11. GaNita 
a) Physics 
c) Math ti 

12. Shaa 
a) 
c) Office 

,V
ology 

'English 
• 

b) School 
d) Roo 

b) Now 
d) Old 

b) Boo k‘C 
d) Pen 

Note : FM in the blanlifiterasing the right rom the grou 

17K1(1(39 

Nide Write the English word for given 

7. Namma manege boa ? 
a) Baruttiya 
c) BeDa 

8. Nanna hattira Kutka. 
a) KuLituko 
c) Kmdru 

b) Bandi 
d) Baru 

b) 
ne. 

,(4440' 
annada word [Froniglrfo. 9 to 12] 

U. nonage ninna sahavaasa 	Ditaa 	 

a) BeDa 	 b eka 

Note : Translate the following Kannada question into inglish. 
[from question No. 14 to 15] to) 	

u) c) Ide 	
Q 

14. Niivarti? 
eot4* a) waWthis? 	 b) whairis this? 

who are you? 	 d hat is there? 

b) what is this? 
d) what is there? 

Note : Tr 	ate the following English words to Kannada 
[ from Q No. 16 to 201 

17. Shop 
a) AngaDi *."8 	 b) dukan 
c) kante 	 d) Mane. 

Ver-A 2 of 3 

-.1c-
• 

14it Enu? 
a) who is this? 
c) who are yule _ 

16. Near 
a) Swalpa 
c) heege 

b) hattira 
d) hosa 
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4142//' b) MaaDu 	lor- 
d) IDu 

: 7 
it 

b) cuurya 
d) Boomi 

$S. 	171(1C1139 

/s. 

46S,  
b) Sister
d) Son1  

it 
Come 

• .•4■4 	k,or 144i t114.110 

18. See 
a) NooDu 
c) BiDu 

19. Moon 
a) candra 
c) Naksatr 

20. Child 
a) Maanay. 
c) MahiLe 

Note : Translate the Kann 
[From Q No. 21 to 30] 

21. Meenu 
a) Animal  
c) Crow 

22. Nayee 
a) Pig 	

::410,1NY 

c) Dog 

23. Aat 
a) Sek 
c) Go 

24. Maria 
a) Home 
c) Pen 

25. Nanu 
a) I 
c) We 

26. Maga 
a) Fatlier 
c) Illaugher 

27. lEaa 
Go 
Visit Visit 

28. Kaagad 
a) Chair 
c) Mouce 

*44," 
b) Magu 
d) HeNNu 

• 

rd into English. 

b) Fish 
d) Owl 

Cat 

4" b) Come 	,,C4* 
d) Play 

b) Selatil" 	
8 d)eligbir 

• ou 
) He 

b) Computer 
d) Paper 

I.  

29. Avanu 
a) He 
c) It 

30. Aangla 
a) Kannada 
c) Marath, 

b) She 
d) They 

b) English 
d) Urdu. 

Ver-A 3 of 3 
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Marks: 30 Time: 2 hrs.] 

Use only Black ball goinepen for writing / dantikmg the circles. 

For each question,ier selecting your an 	darken the appropriate circle 
46, I 

correspondin tiMe same question n htr on the OMR sheet. 

Darkening wo cireles for the same 	s`on•  makes the answer invalid. 

Damal) 1 ., erwriting, use of whiteners on the OM °, sheets are strictly 

I 
b) Magu 
d) HeNNu 

I 

1.  

2.  

3 

4. 
•-,01•,-1, 	• •"‘" ^."0  Te• 

5. 

1.  

4.4Y.7.1 4}4“,,O;',1 

2.  

"r 	 • 

INSTRUC ►TY  TO THE CAN1liP &TES 

Answer all the thirty que 	ach question carries tik mark. 

. 
a) AngRip  
c) 

Note : Translate the foH ng English words4nnada 
[ from Q No. 1 to 5] 4, 

Near 
a) Swalpa 
• heege 

Shop 

et. 
• 

 

colk‘WII 
pOJattira 

4.V hosa 

.460 
b) duk 
d) M 

califp>f  
Nirai b) Suurya 

d) Boomi 

Note : Write the gfish word for given Kannada word [From Q No. 6 to 9] 

b) Now 
d) Old 

Ver-B 1 of 3 

USN 
c` te  

Third Semester B.E. Degree Examinati , Dec.2018/Jan.2019 n  
Kannada Ai 

(COMMON TO 	RANCHES) „ectp  

-". 

414 

17KKIC39 
in Paper Version : B 

3. See 
lgooDu 

L...(a70)BiDu 

a) ,-andra 
• _NakaanN;  

5. Child 
a) Maanava 
c) MahiLe 

HaLe 
a) New 
cl Not 

/Sy 
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